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WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE IPAD APPS AND USES?

The Headache: Personal productivity continues to grow in importance. Bankers have taken to the iPad, and may cotton
to other tablet devices as time goes on.

Our Question: What iPad "apps" do you find particularly helpful? What tasks does the iPad make easier or more efficient
for you? Has your bank adapted the iPad for any special purposes, such as board meetings?

Come see what other bankers think, and add your own views

When bankers adopt iPads, does it improve their worklife?

The iPad took personal technology by storm, and the way people lined up recently for the new iPad just boggled the
mind.

You
can't go to a banking conference now without seeing bankers all over
the room using their tablets to check email, take notes, and more. We
half suspect some executives we've been watching, who may not have
found the speakers exciting enough, have been catching up on office
work!

Have you got an iPad? Tell us what you are doing with it on the job, and what "apps" you really like.

Do you have a tablet besides the iPad? Go ahead and tell us about that. Apple doesn't rule the world, yet.

Also, check out earlier coverage of banks and iPads on www.ababj.com:

http://www.ababj.com
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&bull; "iPads catch on with bankers"

&bull; "Bank adopts iPads for executive corps" Read about the experiences of banker Peter Graves, who now writes out
"Tech Without Hype" blog

Let's hear your views and ideas below! (Editorial Note: Contributions to Pass the Aspirin may also appear in our print
edition. While we will ask for your e-mail address, this is only as an aid to verifying identity and will not be used for any
marketing or promotional purpose. The e-mail address will not be published.)

To suggest new topics for Pass the Aspirin both in print and in this blog, please e-mail scocheo@sbpub.com
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